Appalachian Trail Hike – Oct 2009

Rockfish Gap to our Cabin
North from the trail on Dobie Mountain
South from Humpback Rocks
Southwest from Humpback Rocks
North from Humpback Rocks
Fall colors on Humpback Mountain
Rockslide on Humpback Mountain
Stone wall by the trail on Humpback Mountain
North from summit of Humpback Mountain
Wintergreen from Humpback Mountain
The trail on Humpback Mountain
Southwest from Humpback Mountain
Leaves in the trail
A steep descent near Laurel Springs Gap
Southwest from side of Devils Knob
The Priest from Hanging Rock
Purple Asters
The Priest from Chimney Rocks
The Tye River
Entering NBATC country
Pinnacle Ridge from The Priest
Maintop and Spy Rock from The Priest
Three Ridges Mountain from The Priest
South from Cash Hollow Rock
Fall colors on Porters Ridge
The End